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We started out online and shifted to in person and the shift was very smooth with masks and making sure we were
safe

Braver

I liked how the class was presented. For the first part of the semester it was online and then the second half was face
to face. I personally enjoyed the face to face more because it allowed for me to have a better understanding of what
was being discussed. However, the professor did a great job teaching the class when it was online because of
COVID-19.

Braver

His Zoom classes were just as engaging and informative as his in person.Braver

Question: COVID-19 Comments 

The instructor was great and did a great job teaching the class with what was stated by course objectives.Braver

Professor Braver is 100% the best professor I have had. He never fails to make class interesting and enjoyable,
which I appreciate greatly. This was my favorite class I have ever taken and I would recommend it to anyone who is
looking for an English credit class.

Braver

It was very easy to learn in the class due to the way he taught us. The slides were super helpful and he was a very
nice teacher. The only thing I would change about this course is putting the slides on blackboard so we have more
material to study for tests.

Braver

Dr. Braver is a fantastic instructor. His lessons match up with the tests. I would ask if he could slow down just a
little bit. Often times, students are still taking notes while he changes slides.

Braver

I often felt as though I could not go to the professor for help or additional questions, as I just didnt feel the
environment allowed to do so. Otherwise, everything else about the course was fine.

Braver

Dr. Braver has been a great professor. Everything was organized and fair, and he made learning entertaining and
interesting.

Braver
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